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CEO’s Message 
As we usher in 2020, a new decade is also unfolding for SymAsia Foundation. The idea 
for a philanthropy offering for Credit Suisse was mooted some 12 years ago. It took 
root from our corporate DNA as an organization that has always been passionate about 
Corporate Social Responsibility and that collectively clocks a huge amount of time in 
volunteering. At that time, we observed that many of our clients were increasingly 
interested in philanthropy. As they found success in work and business, they also 
wanted to give back to society. Hence, Credit Suisse took it upon ourselves to marry 
these two passions – our organizational passion to give back and our clients’ passion to 
give back – by creating a philanthropy platform that is complimentary for clients. 
Together, we can do more for society. 

 
Back then, the Donor Advised Fund concept was new to Singapore. Discussions with 
the Singapore regulatory authorities ensued and SymAsia Foundation was born on 
11 May 2010. Our mission, then and now, is to help clients engage in philanthropy in a 
structured, flexible and hassle-free way. 

 
While we planned to celebrate our 10th anniversary at the 8th Credit Suisse 
Philanthropists Forum, the Forum unfortunately has had to be postponed due to the 
evolving developments and concerns surrounding the novel coronavirus. This was a 
difficult but necessary decision as the health and safety of our clients, speakers and 
colleagues are of top priority. The team is working on a new date and we will update 
you as soon as details are finalized.  
 
Notwithstanding the Forum postponement, we continue to rejoice at our philanthropic 
journey with our clients over the past 10 years: 

 
■ SymAsia has 

supported 55 
client families in 
setting up and 
running their own 
named foundations 

■  Clients have set ■  We have disbursed 
 aside SGD170M  SGD120M on 
 to benefit the  our clients’ behalf 
 vulnerable, promote  to more than 300 
 the arts and protect  charities all over 
 the environment  the world 
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Other highlights in the past 10 years include: 
■ Facilitating a SGD25M gift from The Stephen Riady Group of Foundations to the 

National University of Singapore 
■ Receiving 50 million stock options from Alibaba Group and helping the formation of the 

precursors of significant private foundations by certain founders 
■ Launching our 1st Philanthropists Forum in 2011 
■ Development of alternative donation pathways, such as the Individual Donor Investor 

scheme* 
■ Bespoke advisory projects for Clients 
 
* Donors who donate SGD10M or more to their sub-foundation can request that their donated assets be managed by 
a licensed fund manager of their choice, as a sub-fund manager to Credit Suisse. 

 
Looking ahead, as Asia simultaneously undergoes massive wealth creation and wealth 
transition, we expect interest in philanthropy to grow. With our dedicated SymAsia 
team, we are more than ready to support our clients in doing good well!   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Credit Suisse 
Philanthropists 
Forum 2020 
 

 
Watch this space! We remain committed to holding our flagship philanthropy event this 
year and are looking actively at mid-November as a possible alternative. Meanwhile, if 
your invited clients or prospects are keen to have a discussion on philanthropy, please 
contact the SymAsia team. 

 

In the Spotlight  
 

 

Sabrina Chong, Luxasia Foundation 

Sabrina Chong (left) is Head of Corporate Development at Luxasia and oversees the 
work of Luxasia Foundation, set up by her father Patrick Chong on the SymAsia 
platform. Patrick is Founder of the beauty and lifestyle business, Luxasia Group; he 
wanted to engage in philanthropy that not only achieved social impact but also 
resonated with Luxasia’s core business. 

 
How does philanthropy bind the family together? 
Sabrina: Since we were kids, my parents have instilled in us the importance of giving 
back. Now my family is involved in philanthropy through our different capacities. My 
mother and sister are both doctors, so they go together on medical missions to provide 
sight for patients in rural communities. As my dad, brother and I are involved in the 
family business, we do it through Luxasia Foundation. I oversee Luxasia’s corporate 
social responsibility efforts. Alwyn, my brother, looks after the growing markets of 
Indonesia and the Philippines. Through our collective business management, we 
weave in community efforts where appropriate. For example, one of our philanthropy 
projects is to increase access to clean water in the rural Philippines, which is in line 
with the sustainability efforts of one of our haircare brand partners. 

 
Why have you chosen the causes you support? 
Sabrina: Being in the beauty industry, our vision is to make a difference in every wom- 
an’s life. Through our partnership with SymAsia, we started the Empowerment of Women 
Initiative. This initiative equips women with beauty skills so they can find meaningful jobs 
within the beauty industry. It has proven to be rather successful and we have extended the 
initiative to our other markets, such as Malaysia, Vietnam, Indonesia, Thailand and the 
Philippines. Our foundation work resonates a lot with the company’s millennial population, 
which is sizeable, and it is an important reason why they stay with us.

 
Please note that these individuals are not associated with/related to Credit Suisse and do not act for and on behalf of Credit Suisse. Please contact your Relationship Manager for further information. 

“All of us, whether rich or poor, should contribute something to 
a cause close to our heart ... it makes for a better society.” 
Prof Tommy Koh, Chairman, SymAsia Foundation; and Ambassador-At-Large, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Singapore 

“SymAsia can bring charitable causes to our clients, and 
design philanthropic programs that impact the lives of many, 
many beneficiaries.” 
Mr Jose Isidro N. (Lito) Camacho, Board Director, SymAsia Foundation; Vice  
Chairman, Asia Pacific, Credit Suisse; and Former Secretary of Finance, Philippines 

https://www.symasia.com/contacts_02special.html
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credit-suisse.com 

 
For all, except accounts managed by relationship managers and/or investment consultants of Credit Suisse AG, Hong Kong Branch: This document was produced by and the opinions 
expressed herein are those of Credit Suisse AG (“Credit Suisse”) as of the date of writing and are subject to change. It has been prepared solely for (i) information purposes, and (ii) the 
reference of the recipient. It does not constitute a request nor an offer or recommendation by or on behalf of Credit Suisse to any person to buy or sell any particular investment product or to 
participate in any other transactions. The only legally binding terms are to be found in the applicable product documentation or specific contracts and confirmations prepared by Credit Suisse. 
No offer of any interest in any product will be made in any jurisdiction in which the offer, solicitation or sale is not permitted, or to whom it is unlawful to make such offer, solicitation or sale. 
Not all products and services are available to citizens or residents of all countries. Any reference to past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Although care has been 
taken to ensure that the information and analysis contained in this publication have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be reliable, Credit Suisse does not make any 
representation as to the accuracy, reliability and/or completeness of the information and analysis contained in this document and does not accept liability for any direct, indirect, incidental, 
specific or consequential loss and/or damage arising from the use of or reliance on such information or analysis. The information contained in this document is for general purposes and is not 
intended (and should not be construed) as legal, accounting, tax nor financial advice or opinion provided by Credit Suisse. It is recommended that you independently assess, with your 
professional advisors as you may deem appropriate, the specific financial risks as well as legal, accounting, tax and financial consequences. The product /service/transaction which is the 
subject of this document may not be applicable or suitable for a client's specific circumstances or needs. 
For accounts managed by relationship managers and/or investment consultants of Credit Suisse AG, Hong Kong Branch: This document was produced by and the opinions expressed herein 
are those of Credit Suisse AG (“Credit Suisse”) as of the date of writing and are subject to change. It has been prepared solely for (i) information purposes, and for (ii) the reference of the 
recipient. It does not constitute a request or an offer by or on behalf of Credit Suisse to any person to buy or sell any particular investment product or to participate in any other transactions. 
The only legally binding terms are to be found in the applicable product documentation or specific contracts and confirmations prepared by Credit Suisse. No offer of any interest in any 
product will be made in any jurisdiction in which the offer, solicitation or sale is not permitted, or to whom it is unlawful to make such offer, solicitation or sale. Not all products and services are 
available to citizens or residents of all countries. Any reference to past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Although care has been taken to ensure that the 
information and analysis contained in this publication have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be reliable, Credit Suisse does not make any representation as to the 
accuracy, reliability and/or completeness of the information and analysis contained in this document and does not accept liability for any direct, indirect, incidental, specific or consequential 
loss and/or damage arising from the use of or reliance on such information or analysis. The information contained in this document is for general purposes and is not intended (and should not 
be construed) as legal, accounting or tax advice or opinion provided by Credit Suisse. It is recommended that you independently assess, with your professional advisors as you may deem 
appropriate, the specific financial risks as well as legal, accounting, tax and financial consequences. The product /service/transaction which is the subject of this document may not be 
applicable or appropriate for a client's specific circumstances or needs. 
 
For all:   
A Credit Suisse affiliate may have acted upon the information and analysis contained in this document before being made available to clients of Credit Suisse. A Credit Suisse affiliate may, to 
the extent permitted by law, participate or invest in other financing transactions with the issuer of any securities referred to herein, perform services or solicit business from such issuers, 
and/or have a position or effect transactions in the securities or options thereof. 
 
Neither this document nor any copy may be sent to or taken into the United States (U.S.) or distributed in the U.S. or to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities 
Act of 1933, as amended). 
 
Neither this document nor any copy may be sent to, taken into or distributed in any jurisdiction except in compliance with the applicable laws. 
Credit Suisse AG (Unique Entity Number in Singapore: S73FC2261L) is incorporated in Switzerland with limited liability. 
If you have any queries/objections relating to the receipt of marketing materials from us, please contact our Data Protection Officer at dataprotectionofficer.pb@credit-suisse.com (for Credit 
Suisse AG, Hong Kong Branch) or PDPO.SGD@credit-suisse.com (for Credit Suisse AG, Singapore Branch). 
The entire contents of this document are protected by copyright law (all rights reserved). This document or any part thereof may not be reproduced, transmitted (electronically or otherwise), 
altered or used for public or commercial purposes, without the prior written permission of Credit Suisse.  
© 2020, Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 

http://credit-suisse.com/
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